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Abstract:  Memory architects have relied on process scaling (making transistors, wires 
smaller) to gain transistor density and performance in the last few decades. However, 
the growing fabrication/production costs and variability in the manufacturing process 
have motivated them to explore 3D architectures, which allow the stacking of 2D 
memories to gain an order of magnitude of bandwidth. However, the increased stacking 
and power density in 3D memories make heat dissipation a challenge. At elevated 
temperatures, the transistors (and chips) may operate unreliably. Higher temperatures 
than the safe operating temperature might also cause permanent damage to the chip. 
Cooling costs increase significantly when on-chip temperatures are higher. Leakage 
current grows exponentially with temperature causing a further rise in temperature and 
may lead to thermal runaway. Hence, there is a need to study low overhead thermal-
aware system-level solutions for 3D memory architectures. 
 
While prior works have looked at reducing dynamic/switching power through reduced 
memory accesses, in these memories, both leakage and dynamic power consumption 
are comparable. Furthermore, as the temperature rises, the leakage power increases, 
creating a thermal-leakage loop. We present the first study of the thermal-leakage loop 
resulting in a system-level DTM policy, FastCool, based on data migration to the 2D 
memory. We propose a detailed analytical model to quantify the memory delay, 
including queuing delays for a hybrid (3D + 2D) memory system. We suggest an 
improved DTM strategy, Energy-Efficient FastCool (EEFC), which incorporates 
additional designer insights to dynamically select the channels to be closed, improving 
the performance and energy further. We also identify that EEFC is resilient to process 
variability. 
 
To lower DTM overheads, we present a proactive DTM policy, PredictNcool, which uses 
a lightweight and accurate steady-state temperature predictor for 3D 
memories. PredictNcool is the first work exploiting various designer insights about the 
layout/floorplan (including different symmetries) to reduce model parameters of a 
machine learning-based predictor, significantly reducing the required training data and 
prediction time. Further, we discuss low power state based DTM approaches, 
decreasing energy overheads, and energy-delay-product by avoiding data migration 
and 2D memory usage. We suggest a DTM policy to reduce the performance 
overheads by integrating low power state and partial channel turn-off based 
approaches. 
 



As cores and 3D memory get heated in modern computing systems, we suggest a joint 
thermal management approach, CoreMemDTM, to avoid inefficiencies caused by 
independently running DTMs and minimizing performance overheads. We suggest 
employing DTM depending on the thermal margin since safe temperature thresholds 
might differ for the two subsystems. We present a stall-balanced core DVFS policy for 
core thermal management that enables distributed cooling, decreasing overheads. 
Further, we introduce CoMeT, the integrated Core and Memory Thermal simulation 
toolchain, which supports various core and 3D memory configurations. The source code 
of CoMeT has been made open for public use under the MIT license. 
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